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allowed, because of unavoidable imperfections in the surfaces. In cut gears, however, it may be reduced almost to zero, and the tooth and space, measured on the pitch circle, may be considered equal.
197.	Conditions Governing Forms of Teeth.---Teeth of almost
any form may be used, and the average velocity will be right.
But if the forms are not correct there will be continual variations
of velocity ratio between a minimum and maximum value.    These
variations arc in many cases unallowable, and in all cases unde
sirable.    It is necessary therefore to study tooth outlines which
shall serve for the transmission of a constant velocity ratio.
The centro of relative motion of the two gears must remau in a constant position in order that the velocity ratio shall biv constant. The essential condition for constant velocity ratio /.v, therefore, that the position of the centro of re/a live motion of the gears shall remain unchanged. If A and />, Fig. 199, arc tooth surfaces in contact at a, their only possible relative motion, if they remain in contact, is slipping motion along the tangent CD. The centro of this motion must be in EI1\ a normal to the tooth surfaces at the point of contact. If these be supposed to be teeth of a pair of gears, b and ^, whose required velocity ratio is known, and whose centro, be, is therefore located, then in order that the motion communicated from one gear to the other through the point of contact, a, shall be the required motion, it is necessary that the centro of the relative motion of the teeth shall coincide with be.
198.	Illustration.—In Fig. 200, let ac and ab be centers of
rotation of bodies b and c, and the required velocity ratio is such
that the centro of b and c falls at be.   Contact between b and c
is at p.   The only possible relative motion if these surfaces re
main in contact is slipping along CD;  hence the centro of this
motion must be on EF, the normal to the tooth surfaces at the
point of contact.   But it must also be on the same straight line

